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RENEWAL I
One can excuse one, or a few, of these faults
by a “well, that politics; it’s always been that way.”
attitude. To some extent, this is correct, but the
difference is that previously we could call upon and
exercise the power of self-correction.
If we look closely at the present conduct of
our government, it is clear that those offices and
people that comprise it, whether at the institutional
or individual level, no longer have the will or the way
of self-correction. They are comfortable with the way
things are and see themselves as “team players” in
Washington’s culture.
In our half century of super power status two
elements have suffered diminishment — our policies
and the quality of our democracy. They are tied closely
to each other and are far too important for us to allow
their decline to continue.
One reason that improving our government
is so difficult is that its failures are not separate,
isolated events. We cannot simply open a door, find
a fault and then apply a simple fix. Rather, our many
faults and failures are tied together by a curious mix
of time, place, opportunity and motivation. The door we
open will invariably reveal not just one fault/failure
but many joined together in a web of consequence that
extends to multiple times and places and which has,
unfortunately, come to serve and define our standard
of government.

Since we commenced publication, we have been
concerned about the deterioration of our government
and its consequent effect upon the future of our
country. In spite of years of increasing ideological
and behavioral separation between Republicans and
Democrats, it has often seemed possible that government
might be able to cure itself. We no longer think this is
true.
Both sides carry the traditional baggage of
personal and party politics. Politics is one thing;
government is quite another, and the dimensions that
we use in our measurement are its vision, methods and
fairness. These are subjective terms, as fairness to one
group may seem just the opposite to another, but from
its beginning our democratic republic has identified
itself with a sense of broad fairness delivered to its
citizens by its legislative and judicial branches. Today
we think this identification has become more rhetorical
than real and disappoints a large segment of our
population.
In our exploration of early twenty-first century
America’s government we find a variety of negatives —
selective law enforcement, corruption at every level,
politicization of bureaucracies and their appointive
offices, reckless fiscal abandon, domination of the
Congress by money provided by special interests, lack
of accountability and transparency, Congressional
incumbent reelection rates over 90%, and many more.

IN THIS ISSUE we continue our analysis of governmental failure and make our initial
recommendation as to how we should go about the repair process. The latter will intrude upon our
sense of identity and require modification of many of our assumptions about the citizen/government
relationship. It is probable that these topics will be the subject of our next several issues.
We also visit the gulf oil spill and Arizona’s new immigration law.
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For example, we have to look no
further than corruptive symptoms such
as cronyism and conflicts of interest,
unethical sexual or electoral conduct
or abuse of House/Senate rules such as
“earmarks”. These and others have become
pervasive in our postwar government. If
you find one here, you will also find it
elsewhere. The whole body is infected.
Dr. Republican blames Dr. Democrat, and
vice-versa.
Recently, in discussing the BP oil
spill, Secretary of the Interior Salazar
replied to questions regarding the lax
management practices at the Minerals
and Management Services office by saying
they were “inherited from the previous
administration”. This may be true, but
they had become accepted procedure.
Salazar had served as Governor of CO
whose executive skills were highly touted
at the time of his appointment, and we
are now more than a quarter of the way
through the Obama administration. Might
not a keen, “energy efficient” executive
have noted such an obvious and extensive
breach of his agency’s regulations and
taken remedial action?
Salazar’s response to blame his
predecessor was, of course, a convenience
of the moment for him, as he faced strong
questions from the press that carried
with them what might well be considered
criticism of the Obama administration.
But there is a larger point to be made.
The practice of laying political
blame to a previous administration has
grown exponentially in the past thirty
years, and has been a strong enabler of
the Ideological Imperative and the present
polarization of our two party system. It
is most efficiently used when comparing
numerical statistics — especially those
involving money — and is a by-product
of our enormous growth in money,
technology and markets. The ubiquitous
computer can provide instant statistical
information on almost any subject which
can then be manipulated to create political
advantage.
This process, however, is part
of an even larger one. Our government
works by legislation and its subsequent
application and regulation. The laws that
are passed are not automatically converted
into public practice and acceptance. They
must, in order to reach the public and



become operational, be regulated and
administered. The combination of these
two government forces — legislation and
regulation — forms what we will call
our governments “base”, as, in order
for government to be successful, both
elements have to be present and in working
balance.
It is not difficult to see why our
government is in so much trouble. We
have 535 members of Congress, most of
whom are accepting payment from outside
interests to accomplish their variety of
purposes. And then, once legislation is
finally agreed to and passed, it remains
to be put into practice by one or more
administrative institutions headed and
staffed by a mix of political appointees
and civil servants. These departments and
agencies are recipients of a continuing
and massive flow of money.
This has been our basic government
model. Congress passes laws and stipulates
their funding.
Money is assigned/
transferred to operating entities which
create and manage the programs Congress
has voted into existence. The amounts of
money are large and competition for it
lurks at every step.
But why has government become so
difficult, so contradictory, so polarized?
Here again we are dealing with Chinese
boxes where questions yield only answers
that turn into more questions.
America’s growth in the past
half century has been phenomenal — in
population, in wealth and in legislation
— and it has caused a commensurate
expansion of our government’s “base” —
the combined mass of its legislation and
regulation.
Throughout this postwar period
all the forces that advance cultures have
moved further and faster, but this mass
acceleration has not been reflected in the
conduct of government or the performance
of the 535 members of Congress. In the
latter especially, its inability to serve the
national interest by crafting reasoned
and fair legislation designed to lessen
our differences has been on pretty much
constant display. This plays out in two
ways detrimental to our democracy.
As our government’s base has
expanded, so has the body of rules that
legislation and regulation require to be
effective. And it is this increase in rules

that has been a key factor in the growth of the physical
size of government.
Our greater acceptance of and commitment to
special interests, however, poses another problem
for our government in that for every rule there are
exceptions. This means that for every way we devise to
slice and dice our country — economically, ethnically,
politically, religiously, geographically, etc. — we
create separate, special exceptions that have the ability
to alter weaken or contradict our primary democratic
message. For proof, one needs only to consult the
thousands of pages of our various tax codes — federal,
state and local.
These rules, and their exceptions, reside in
the laws and funding agreements passed by Congress
and in the agency/departmental operating regulations.
Because they are complicated, and often obscure, they
offer a power base to anyone who can identify and put
them to use for his/her own purposes.
Robert A. Moses, NY’s all-powerful Parks
Commissioner for forty years, held so many offices
and titles that little of local or state significance
could take place without his approval. His real power
stemmed not from his multiple titles, but from his
early days in the Legislature when, as a young man, he
devoted himself to reading and writing every piece of
legislation that affected his interests. His detailed,
superior knowledge of arcane legal language, much
of which he had written or amended, allowed him to
achieve political victories over senators, governors,
party heads and presidents, including FDR.

Sometimes they develop a larger identity and are
woven into our political culture as elements that are
consistent with, or even promote, our democracy.
Time passes, populations grow, economies
fluctuate, issues emerge, circumstances change — and
all with increasing speed. Can all who labor under
the Capitol’s dome (Republicans, Democrats, lobbyists,
staff, consultants, etc.) keep pace?
And here is the critical element, the last of
the Chinese boxes. In a democracy only the people
can bring about change. In many countries around
the world political change either doesn’t occur or
it consists of replacing one group of generals with
another. We do it differently, but to do it our way
successfully we must be able to call upon the collective
wisdom of our citizens — the Vox Populi, the voice of
the people. Unfortunately, over the course of the last
half century this voice has become more fragmented
and less informed, creating a major problem for our
democracy.
In our previous efforts we have mostly walked
the government side of the street. This has meant
analyzing, criticizing, and inquiring into government’s
structure, policies and operation, all of which have
experienced enormous change. We are now going to
cross over to determine how, in a time of great change
and political turmoil, the American people can bring
about the improvement in the quality of our politics
and government that is necessary if we are to remain
true to our origins and promise.
Washington will not change. Pres. Obama has
already shown that he is heir to many of the faults that
plagued the Bush administration and which he rightfully
criticized in his electoral campaign. Agendas vary and,
unfortunately, as they become increasingly bitter, our
nation suffers the consequences.
At this time of political crisis in our history,
any solution can only come from the American people.
What it may require and how it may be accomplished are
matters that now require our attention.

“ . . . if we are a government of laws,
we are also a government of loop-holes.”

“We are a government of laws not men”1, has
become one of our most durable claims which is held
ready for use by all politicians and most frequently
activated during nominating or electoral campaigns. It
is only partially true, as circumstances often determine
how, if and when we uphold our laws. But the point
is that, if we are a government of laws, we are also a
government of loop-holes.
We face a duality of nature in our government’s
“base” which has made our government cumbersome and
slow to respond. Occasionally, when legislation fails
to work as intended or when national or international
circumstances require its revision, Congress can
undertake the necessary action, but revision is
awkward, especially in regards to legislation that has
already had the benefit of special interests’ attention
and funding — i.e., has been bought and paid for.
Whereas rules can be reversed, the exceptions to
them seem to be able to resist change more successfully.

*

*

*

The good news of our democratic system is that
through our electoral system only the people can form
our government. At this time in our history it is also
the bad news, as the public is held at bay by the endless
information dispensing systems of our two political
parties and our highly paid mass media. And at a time
when issues are more complex, more costly and have an
increasingly broad impact upon the public, the latter’s
ability to understand and judge has been diminished by
the widespread deterioration of our public education
system over the past century.
In short, today’s vox populi is not your parents’



vox populi, and the prospect of remaking our present
model into something more responsive and electorally
effective will present us with social, economic and
political challenges which offer no assurance of
success.
The damage done in recent years to our form
of government is so extensive that turning it around
could not be considered possible were it not for one
factor, and that is the American people’s ability to defy
all odds and to join together to respond when crises
threaten our system.
Our present circumstances are far more
difficult than those of Pearl Harbor, the Great
Depression or the Civil War, for instance, in that the
corrective action we must now undertake is preemptive
rather than responsive. Attack or disaster is an instant
unifier, whereas making corrections invites differences
of opinion and interests.
The vox populi of our parents derived from a far
more homogeneous population and culture than ours.
This does not mean that there were no differences.
There were, but national crisis reordered them in a way
to serve the national interest. Our efforts in pursuit
of global social, political and cultural unification
have emphasized multiculturalism here and abroad.
It’s multiple independent entities and their interests
foster separateness rather than homogeneity and,
while not impossible to overcome, will make a unified
crisis response more difficult to achieve.
In the nineteenth century politicians mostly
campaigned by train, giving important speeches in cities
and making brief “whistle stops” at small towns in
between. Texts were sent by print or telegraph and set
by hand in lead type at numerous, mostly independent
newspapers.

on Labor Day weekend, the campaigns would commence
in earnest with each presidential candidate giving a
series of speeches during the two months leading up
to election day. If there were multiple candidates for
the party nominations, they took their cases to the
public and to the bosses over a period of approximately
six months before the conventions. All in all, the
nominating and electoral campaigns could take about
eight months at the most!
Our recent 2008 presidential election and
nominating process stretched to two years, most of
which was devoted to the nominating phase, and exposed
us to teams of eight to ten aspiring candidates being
interrogated by a moderator. These events were
labeled “debates”, but the favored format was that, no
matter what question was asked by the moderator, the
respondent would use it to address his/her preferred
issues and give stock, “stump speech” replies. The
latter, repeated over and over, night after night,
appearance after appearance, created an atmosphere of
boredom that demeaned the process.
For our purpose, for determining how our system
may be rescued from its banality, this type of campaigning
has two very serious negative consequences. First, it
denies access to “real” information by an interested
citizen, as the questions are reviewed and selected in
advance by the program’s sponsor.
The second consequence of our system that has
emerged as the result of our electronic technology is
that the content of our televised political participation
is largely under the control of our enormously wealthy,
privately owned commercial media.
Over the two generations since 1950, as our
population has doubled from about 150 to 300 million,
our print and broadcast media have greatly expanded
their audiences, markets and revenues to the point where
traditional lines of separation as to function and form
no longer exist. News, publishing, films, entertainment
are all part of the new media/entertainment industry
which now ranks as one of the country’s largest.
Simultaneously with its process of physical
growth, our media industry has undergone a period of
consolidation, as the many mergers and acquisitions
which served its expansion placed its ownership into
fewer hands.
Consolidation, both technological and financial,
allows public information to be more easily controlled
and opinion to be manipulated. These are now accepted
characteristics of our political system and are put to
constant and effective use by our two major parties.

“ . . . as television ushered in our
present unrelentingly visual age.”

The speed and immediacy of actual voice
transmission became possible with the development and
acceptance of radio in the 1920s and 1930s. This was an
important step towards mass political intimacy. Radio
ruled for only two decades, the 30s and 40s, and then
commenced its decline in the 50s as television ushered
in our present unrelentingly visual age.
Prior to television, our two major parties held
nominating conventions several weeks apart in July
and August. They were rather extraordinary mixtures
of public display and the backroom exercise of power
with a sense of magic, of illusion, that created high
suspense and wild enthusiasm at the times when they
were needed. These conventions are now part of our
political childhood and we can recall them and their
feeling only with increasing difficulty.
Following these summer conventions, usually

*



*

*

The dimensions of our dilemma are beginning
to be recognizable. We have an electoral system that

is controlled by two parties. That control is nearly
absolute and is only one party removed from the single
party control of totalitarian models.
Voting in America remains very much a local
event. We go to a nearby polling place and vote for a
mixture of local, state and federal candidates/issues.
Ballots are counted by representatives of both parties
at precinct and county levels and then passed upward
to be combined into state and federal totals. This
process has been quickened by the use of electronic
equipment, but it is still subject to human and/or
mechanical error.
And, in spite of our electronic age, our system
requires a high degree of human involvement. Polling
places have to be manned; machines have to be delivered,
returned to storage and maintained; supplies ordered;
voter information collected, recorded and updated;
ballots sealed, transported, counted and stored; and
inspectors available to monitor the process at its
frequent contact or transfer points.
These are necessary administrative details,
but from the perspective of our national electoral
function there is one, and only one, key element which
overrides all others — effective access to the ballot
is controlled by the two major parties.
There have been exceptions — most recently
and notably Ross Perot who was able to provide enough
manpower and funding to establish his participation in
all states and then to capture just under 20% of the
popular vote.
In any instance of third party candidacy we are
treated to a psychological quirk in the mindset of both
Republicans and Democrats when they condemn the
third party for drawing votes from their own slates.
This response is loud and instant, and reveals how they
have become conditioned to view their political status
as something special and not subject to challenge.
Elections are the means by which individual
effort and opinion are accumulated and translated into
national political power and policy. In any system it
requires a real stretch in our thinking to treat political
parties as permanent structures, and our democracy
has borne this out as its political cast has changed.
Today, with more power and money at stake
than ever before, the parties’ grip on our process
has tightened to keep pace. This cannot continue
indefinitely, and already there are signs of change in
the development of internet sites where opinion that
doesn’t conform to the two-party template can be
gathered and expressed.
The control of ballot access is a confining
element of our democracy that limits our political
behavior and expression. Far more serious is our
attitude of entrenched, permanent status for our two
parties, as it limits the way we think.
Our political leaders are given to endless
repetition of how we must become and remain globally

competitive to succeed in the century ahead of us. The
kind of competition they have in mind is usually a mix of
economic, technological and military efforts that will
benefit the nation at home and abroad.

“ . . . it is our attitudes that have allowed these
things to happen and only we can change them.”

We hear no calls for greater political
competition. Campaign rhetoric now often includes
promise of more open government, but is quickly
silenced when it confronts the reality of Congress with
its alignment of committees, procedures, lobbyists,
caucuses, seniority and party disciplines. In brief:
incumbency = yes, more, good; competition = no, less,
bad. This capsule form comment on our democracy
would bring tears to the eyes of our founders, and yet
it is our attitudes that have allowed these things to
happen and only we can change them.

*
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*

Our twenty-first century decline in governmental functions carries a debt to forces other than
politics, for in the years of increasing party control
a serious parallel problem has been at work in our
country’s educational system.
From the time of the seventeenth century
arrival of our first permanent colonists through the
end of WW I our country consisted of a primarily rural/
agricultural landscape dominated by open spaces and
small towns. Its educational capability, which had
started in the one room “little red school house”, had
grown into somewhat larger facilities where population
required them. But the primary mission was education
and extra-curricular activities and facilities were few.
The student’s education was mostly formed around
core subjects with one teacher often assigned plural
classes.
It was basically a no-frill, no-thrill system
which worked well enough until our industrialization
and population growth, in combination with the G.I.
Bill, changed education forever. Education following
WW II, like everything else, had to run to keep even and
budgets were usually thin. Societal roles and attitudes
changed and, accordingly, so did government. A Dept.
of Education was created and teachers were unionized.
One might be tempted, in view of all this
expansionary activity, to record it as progress, and
for some involved the new names and numbers were so
recognized. But the politicization of our education
system carried with it one overriding negative.
Education in America was “dumbed down”.

improving. But beneath all these benefits lie some
insidious consequences which, if they are to be avoided,
suggest that we should develop standards, and perhaps
even rules, as to how new technologies can best be
used.
There is no technology today with the capacity to
influence our lives equal to that of our entertainment
— news — communications — computer — publishing
industry. It is big, and growing bigger. Whether
measured by dollars or the ways in which it touches
our lives, it is probably our largest industry and, as
such, it would be impossible for it not to impress itself
upon our political life and structure.

Standards were lowered; budgets were trimmed;
horizons were shortened; conformity in thought and
results was emphasized; curricula were modified to
meet social/political agendas.
There were other factors at work which
contributed to how and why our system changed, but for
our purposes in writing about governmental failure its
most notable consequence is that we have produced two
generations that are progressively less educated and
able to understand the increasingly complex political,
social, economic, scientific and environmental problems
of our time. Computer technology and the internet
show signs of reversing this trend, but they pose their
own problems and, to be really effective, will require
the cooperation of our educational establishment.

*
*

*

*

*

*

As the quality of our education faltered, another
culture-changing force was gathering strength. Radio
had brought our real and fantasy worlds into the
home. With a picture and a few more control knobs
added, there was almost no form of entertainment that
was not available in our living rooms. Entertainment
ceased being something that required a trip to a theatre
or stadium. It was simply there, at home, offering more
and more programs and capturing more of our time and
attention.
School-age boys and girls were particularly
vulnerable and willing to trade the hard work of
learning for being entertained. And the addition of
new computer and communications technology came to
dominate our culture, our commerce and many of our
values.
If we stop and think about our mass entertainment
industry, we can recognize its dangers. But we don’t.
Technology can be adapted, but rarely resisted, and
we have enthusiastically joined entertainment’s big
parade. We have absorbed it, and it is part of us.
There are penalties, consequences for such reckless
commitment, but we can always deal with them later, or
so we think.
And yet, they are all around us. We have
witnessed the disappearance of our independent
newspapers and their proud tradition of investigative
journalism. That former pinnacle of amateur athletics,
the Olympic Games, has become a major marketing event
in which professional athletes are allowed to compete.
The space between youth and professionalism which
we called amateur is under constant pressure and
shrinking.
Technology’s danger is that we accept it
because it feels good, or it’s profitable, or it saves
time, or it costs less, or it provides new information,
or any number of other ways by which we see our lives



The tight control of our political process by
the two-party system and the decline of our educational
capability left vacuums that were quickly and naturally
filled by our fast moving entertainment industry. The
original link was through news coverage of political
campaigns, especially national presidential ones.
Straight news reporting reached its peak
of immediacy, importance and style in WW II’s radio
broadcasts. Their simplicity and directness carried
over into the early days of B&W TV, but with the advent
of color and 24/7 transmission, production techniques
and content assumed steadily greater importance.
Today TV coverage dictates lighting, staging,
clothes selection, facial make-up, hair styling, position
of candidates, content and forms of speech, audience
applause cueing control, spousal appearance, acoustics,
etc. News reporting and marketing have combined to
produce larger audiences and the revenues and votes
they generate.
Our great twentieth century surge in money
and power sent shock waves through our political
structure. Both parties had to be pushed to new levels
of outreach, as essentially what was good for one was
good for all.
Political opinion that had originally derived
from a newspaper report and then a radio broadcast had
to be formed from sound byte quotations mostly sixty
seconds or less in length. And there was a statistical
revolution taking place. Computers provided numbers
for everything on a previously unknown scale. They
could be combined or divided, increased or reduced and
the result applied to ever smaller bases such as state,
county, town, precinct, etc. Election reporting created
its own new math as well as the multiple voices and
back-up staff required to package it for mass market
consumption.
When technology and its marketing explode, no
one wants to be left behind, as not keeping up translates
into isolation and then failure. The result was that

every part of our governmental and political machinery
rushed to embrace the new media and put it to use.
The trouble is that in our headlong rush into
our entertainment future we have lost track of some
rather durable and helpful practices from our past.
Many Americans have found themselves not as deeply
engaged with political matters as they had been. Why?
The answer lies in a combination of three
cultural currents that came together quite by chance
and produced a specific result.
First, there was the growing political
polarization between Republicans and Democrats.
Party lines and ideology didn’t offer much in the way
of centrist opportunity. Either/or attitudes ruled
and didn’t invite consensus or discussion. This was
reinforced by the two parties’ control of ballot access
so that in a time of widespread general knowledge
increase our political machinery was bound by
traditional restrictions.
On the educational front, things were similar.
In a time of newly discovered knowledge in many
fields fueled by money and technology the decline of
our schools produced a level of public learning less
capable of understanding difficult issues.
And finally, the raising of entertainment to
a national cultural priority through our mass media
drew away to the edges of participation, or beyond,
those who found our new politics too challenging or
demanding and were willing to settle for parades,
hoopla, crowd control, celebration, etc.
Nothing points this out as clearly as the change
in our nominating conventions. The current form used
by both parties is a mixture of marketing, fashion,
show business, dialogue framed by self congratulatory
humor and in-jokes all aired at presenting people
rather than a political platform. It has been quite a
transformation in the short space of half a century.
The changes described above have been
long term, mostly slow-moving trends that tend to
influence, but not interrupt, our lives. Sometimes they
correspond with short term movements and reinforce
them, but not always. We tend to see the shorter forces
more clearly.
For instance, in the run of presidential
campaigns preceding Obama’s, election figures for the
percentage of eligible voters participating showed
a steady decline. Most observers cited voter apathy,
which was reversed by Obama’s first black candidacy,
as its cause, but it’s quite possible that the wider and
larger cultural changes we have portrayed have played
their part. In what proportions? We do not know.
*

*

by technological, economic or political surprises —
especially the latter.
America’s political course since its founding
seems to have been a mostly moderate one. There were,
of course, blips in our road, but we were a primarily
agricultural and populist society not given to either
frequent or great political excess.
Generally,
Republicans and Democrats were able to find their way
through arguments and discussions to accommodation.
The Great Depression reordered many aspects
of life in the USA. The pain it caused and the need for
its relief were so great that FDR and his advisors were
forced to adopt extreme economic measures that would
previously have been unacceptable. For this he faced a
bitter opposition that was increased by those who, with
war spreading in Europe, objected to his foreign policy.
The isolationist America First bloc was both vocal and
powerful, and America was a deeply divided nation.

“ . . . the government’s role and that of
private ownership were joined.”

*

While broad change usually develops and moves
slowly, it can quickly be redirected, or even reversed,



But then a truly transformative event occurred
when the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor. Less than a
year after assuming his third term in office everything
changed. The economy was flipped almost instantly
from peace to war, and through our military and defense
procurement/production processes the government’s
role and that of private ownership were joined.
In foreign policy, we were no longer observing
war; we were at war! And much of FDR’s political
opposition slipped quietly into the past in the face of the
need for wartime unity. The Democratic occupancy of
the White House was extended by Truman’s seven years
during which time two other external events occurred
that strongly impacted our national politics.
The first was the founding of the UN and
the other was the rise of Socialism and Communism
throughout Europe and other parts of the world.
Both, of course, grew out of WW II’s global efforts to
contain and defeat the Fascist future proclaimed by the
German, Italian and Japanese Axis.
And it was from the terribly inhuman treatment
inflicted in the Nazi death camps, the Japanese prisons
and, as we discovered later, the Russian gulags that
human rights emerged as a political issue. It had the
advantage of being broad enough to overshadow all
party and national concerns and to combine compassion
and humanity.
These powerful forces all first appeared and
then gained traction during the series of Democratic
presidents starting with FDR in 1932 and ending with
Truman in 1952. Two Eisenhower terms intervened and
then were followed by the Kennedy and Johnson years.
The twenty years of FDR and HST was an extremely

brief time to host such major events. Now, absent the
complications of that time, historical perspective makes
it appear to most observers easier than it was; and to
some even inevitable. Regardless of opinion then or
now, these forces at work around the world moved the
direction of American politics away from the center
towards the left. This was not revolutionary change,
but, as with most gradual movements, it could gain
acceptance merely by its existence which was assured
by the support of the rapidly growing UN membership
of mostly small and poor countries that still bore the
marks of nineteenth century colonialism.
*

*

government? To recognize, create and give form to a
national interest? And to do so serving the interests
of all rather than the purpose of a few?
Here the process of elimination can be helpful.
We can quickly exclude the Republican and Democratic
party organizations as they seem to be fully focused on
raising money and a war of total destruction against
each other. Whether in Congress or the campaign
circuit, their carping and self-interest make for a
sorry performance.
Both parties have developed menus of capsule
phrases and mantras to hurl at each other, but these
are mostly tired retreads from the past. In the minds
of party leaders these charges serve their political
interests, but even that is now doubtful as evidence
mounts of widening corruption and conflict of
interest. There is nothing to suggest that taking the
next step, from their political to our national interest,
is possible.
Similarly, anyone who has served in Congress
or as president or in a cabinet level office during
our great financial and foreign affairs decline of the
past thirty years would lack credibility unless his/her
voting records could prove otherwise.
In foreign affairs the military often holds and
plays a “hot hand” in politically charged situations
even though its role and training are supposed to be
apolitical. As a group, however, it should have no role
in reforming our political views.
Another group to be excluded from any
government make-over would be representatives of
our mass media. The latter is more deeply interested
financially in our electoral process than any other
private sector group and the best use of its human and
physical resources can be put to reporting, not making,
news.
The private sector, of course, is made of many
parts most of which are closely tied to our government
by their lobbying expenditures that support legislation
which delivers a variety of financial benefits in the form
of subsidies, tax breaks, tariffs, trade agreements,
price/wage stabilization, currency controls, etc.
In truth, most large US businesses, (and many
smaller ones) whether agricultural, manufacturing
or service oriented, have financial ties to government
that have a significant impact on their results. And
while they may regularly call for less government, it is
doubtful they would want to do without its benefits.
The corporate sector, depending upon how
it’s approached, could produce negative, neutral or
positive results. For the latter, as with politicians, it
would have to understand that a new way of thinking is
required. More on the private sector to follow.

*

Today, our WW II unity is long gone, and our
Cold War identity of being joined with others in the
fight against world Communism crumbled with the
Berlin Wall. Since then, even as sole superpower, our
self-image has become fractionated because we cannot
agree on priorities.
Megatrends are not easy to detect and rarely
reveal themselves to those who share their time and
place. Our time is no different than others, and yet, if
our nation is to survive, we must create a new political
class whose conscience can be expressed peacefully
and persuasively both publicly and in the privacy of
the voting booth. By “class” we do not infer or intend
“party”. We require a group of like-minded individuals
who may be Republicans or Democrats but who are firmly
and firstly committed to rescuing our nation from its
present political mess by articulating, advancing and
insisting upon good government in all its aspects.

“ . . . The appalling fact . . . .
is that there is no “short list.”

How is America to do this? Who will provide the
energy, decency and continuity that will be necessary?
We have no model for such a peacetime (although we
now fight two wars) effort. Indeed, it can well be said
that we have no model, no prior experience of the times
in which we live and their specific challenges — i.e.,
global economics, excess population, climate change
and environmental damage, nuclear proliferation,
rogue states that resist with impunity the political and
cultural norms of the world’s community of nations,
public health, education and poverty problems,
religious fundamentalism (both Christian & Muslim),
species loss, and degradation of the air, water and
land that comprise our environment, to name a few. The
appalling fact that emerges from enumerating these
threats is that there is no “short list”.
To whom in America can we turn? Whom might
we count on to begin the task of remaking our image of



“ . . .academia is as strongly identified
with the politics of the left as the
corporate sector is with the right.”

Academia is another group that harbors good
minds and scholastic backgrounds in its history and
political science departments. Other disciplines such
as the social sciences can also be helpful, but the caveat
here is the same as that for the private sector in that
academia is as strongly identified with the politics of
the left as the corporate sector is with the right.
Any effort to assemble a body of new and
functional thought about our government should
include members of the legal profession, especially
those whose specialty is constitutional law. Whether
practicing attorney or judge is not important. What
is essential is that they recognize that many of the
strands that bind our government together, not just
legal ones, are in need of repair.
We will not need partisan, political “think tanks”
of which Washington has many, but there are some very
useful non-partisan institutions, of which Washington
has too few, whose outlook and experience could prove
useful. Some of these have the added benefit of having
been in operation for enough years to have developed
authoritative statistical bases capable of supporting
our renewal effort’s needs and methods.
There are many more fields of endeavor we might
mention, but these seem to be the most prominent. And
yet, reading through them, for one reason or another,
they do not appear to fill the leadership role which
will immediately require credibility, energy, financial
resources and wide experience.
One group in our society seems to stand out above
all others as being able to provide these resources.
We refer to our nation’s private foundations from
which a small team of volunteers could be selected as
a founding body.
The advantages of presenting this project
through private foundations are many and real. In the
first place, their activities usually involve a public
benefit and their leaders are used to viewing their
activities in terms of long term benefit to others,
rather than to themselves.
This provides them with an aura of public
service opposite to the ever expanding forms of selfservice that provide our goverment’s dominant flavor.
And from a functional point of view private
foundations again meet all the necessary early
requirements. In this order, they are uniquely equipped
to provide the credibility, the leadership, the initial
funding and the early management. As growth occurs,
whether rapid or slow, the management role could be
converted to one of supervision of whatever paid staff
is required.
This process can be conducted on a sequential
basis whereby, for instance, funding does not take
place until leadership and agreement on principles have
been established. Similarly, the initial announcement/
promotional/management efforts need not be activated
until funding is in place. And the change from managerial

to supervisory status will be enabled by the project’s
success and determined by the founders.
The size of the founding board is absolutely
critical. It must be large enough to show a broad range
of foundation interests and leadership skills, but not
so big that it appears overpowering, unwieldy or the
basis for a new exercise in bureaucracy. It should
be smaller rather than larger, but it must be able to
project from its initial make-up a national character
and capability.
At this point we think the original founders’
group should number in the three to seven range,
always with the option to expand or reduce itself as
circumstance, plans and results develop.

“ . . .to reclaim our governmental
birthright, to retrieve what was lost.”



Many of these are not now foreseeable, but one
fact is very clear. This project, from its inception,
will be dealing with public opinion and will best be
able to achieve its goals if it eschews party politics
and alignments. There is no magic here; it can be done!
The magic lies in the wisdom of the government we were
given and have lost. Our effort will be to reclaim our
governmental birthright, to retrieve what was lost.
Repeat; it can be done!
The first note to be struck by the founding
group is supremely important. It must, above all other
considerations at the early stage, ring with credibility.
Not all foundations share equally this element — some
because their charters conflict with this project’s
goals, others because their leadership is unwilling or
insufficient and then there are those (some of which
are among our country’s largest) whose past record
of political and/or social advocacy renders them
unsuitable.
We recognize these caveats for what they are
— limits on others’ actions, not on ours. Given the
need and nature of our present circumstances, we
would hope that a small group of founders could be
identified and formed relatively quickly. Following
their initial announcement of formation they should
give priority attention to establishing a structure that
could attract both public and additional foundation
support at regional or state levels.
The nature of the effort required, the purpose
of this project and its ability to progress incrementally
all combine to suggest that it could be extremely
successful without requiring the expenditure of large
amounts of money to commence. Some key points and
steps are:
1) The eventual target of our efforts is the American
public. We are not trying to sell it anything,
but rather are asking if it is satisfied with our

present government and are suggesting some
things we think should be changed and how to go
about doing it.
2) The need to communicate with the public should
be reflected in the effort’s structure — i.e.,
there should be plans for an intermediate level
of presentation between the small founders’
(national) group and the public. As growth
occurs and demand builds, a larger, regional
body of foundations should be added to conduct
local operations and contacts. This is important
because many foundations support local causes
and it is inevitable that the efforts of this project
will brush up against local political, social and
commercial constituencies.
3) The funding procedure can also be incremental.
Once the founding group is formed and identified
and a statement of principles agreed upon, the
founders can provide funds for the first stage
of operations. This stage can be defined by the
founders for its success to be measured by one
or more standards When the founders have
determined that the first stage has been completed
and warrants continuation, they can establish
the goals, procedures and funding requirements
for the next stage. At some point operational
revenues will reach a level at which internal
funding becomes optional, not required.
4) Before any public exposure is obtained, identifying
materials for direct mail, a website and paid media
advertising should be prepared and completed
so that it can be instantly made available when
requested.
5) Foundations are accustomed to providing funds
without the certainty of immediate or periodic
returns. This can be helpful to the founders in
determining both short and longer term budgets.
6) Because of the extremely broad range of this
effort, responses from one area are just as
valuable as those from another. Paid media
advertising, therefore, does not have to be
directed initially to the high cost urban markets.
Our nation badly needs an effort such as this,
whereby part of its population engages in multiple
actions to explain the need and possibility for new and
better government. A few founders can play a critical
early role, but ultimately success will depend upon
those citizens who reject what our government has
grown to be and who will join together to reaffirm our
early values.
Finally, there is an element of real and rare
poetic justice in the possibility that the wealth of our
great private foundations, gained from our capitalist
system, can be put to use to enable the renewal of our
historic image and principles of government.
America has fewer options than we might think.
Maintaining the status quo is one, but the status quo

is untenable as, if we do nothing, we will continue to
slip further into our mess of political extremism while
passing governmental control back and forth between
Republicans and Democrats. The quality of American
lives and government should not depend upon who can
crank up the most money and power every four years
only to continue the failed policies and personnel of
the Washington merry-go ‘round.
America needs a program such as the one we
have outlined, or something very much like it. We need
its ability to separate us from our present and recent
past, we need its objectivity and its ability to unify. Our
political future is unknown, but of great value to all
Americans — and far too valuable to leave in the hands
of our two political parties. We must call and then we
must listen for the sounds of the vox populi.

*

*

*

HISTORICAL PRECEDENT
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In 1942, only a few months removed from Pearl
Harbor, a largely unprepared America faced the external
threat of war against the German/Japanese/Italian Axis
and, as we converted from a peace to wartime economy,
enormous changes to our way of life.
One response to these new circumstances was
the formation of the War Advertising Council (WAC)
by a group of prominent business leaders in New York
City all of whom represented either large advertisers,
advertising agencies or the dominant print and
broadcast (i.e. radio) media.
The anti-war resistance to FDR mostly
disappeared under the wave of unity that followed
Pearl Harbor, but wartime emergency measures
brought new rules and methods to our economy/society
which, because they disturbed old patterns, were often
accompanied by resentment and misunderstanding.
The WAC undertook a campaign, mostly in print
media, to explain the new forces we faced — shortages
of natural resources such as rubber and gasoline
and of many consumer products whose production
and transport were suddenly marked for military
use only; the military draft; bond drives; rationing;
travel restrictions; limitations on food supplies and
ingredients; and many more.
In its ads the WAC sought to explain and support
our war effort, to foster unity, to create home-front
efforts to grow food and collect materials that could
be recycled and to mobilize the American civilian
population to maximize its ability to assist the war
effort.
Some of its ads were brilliant; some were just
good; but all contributed to an amazing effort which
proved so successful that, rather than disband after

the war, it dropped the “war” from its name and, as
the Advertising Council, continues today to run public
service advertisements on important issues.
Our country now faces a threat, internal rather
than external, as serious in many ways as our conflict
with the Axis powers. One difference is that we have no
allies. Whatever we do, we will have to do it ourselves.
Another, thankfully, is that our effort to restore good
government will not result in loss of life on a foreign
battleground or in our own country.
The crisis that we face has been gradual, broad
and relatively silent in its making. The question for
us is: will we find the motivation and resources within
ourselves and the moment of opportunity to take a
firm stand and mount an effective effort to counter
the corruption, distortion and degradation of our
government that has been allowed and encouraged by
both major political parties?
The consequences of our past errors are visible
wherever government functions — in the White House,
the Congress and our vast bureaucracy. But no where
has it done more harm than in its capability to deflect
or destroy legitimate public opinion.
It is that opinion, freely expressed by citizens
and then welcomed and honored by their elected
representatives, that forms the bedrock of our
democratic republic. Its restoration is in order, and
long overdue!

AZ rancher was shot and killed.
The majority of Arizonans have long favored
increased border security and other efforts to restrict
uncontrolled immigration, and in May Governor Jan
Brewer signed SB 1070 which authorized law officials
to inquire into the immigration status of someone
suspected of involvement in a crime.
Determination of status by local law enforcement entities has been considered “racial profiling”
by pro-immigrant groups, and their efforts to thwart
it by both political and judicial means has served as
an important contributor to our federal government’s
failure to enforce its existing immigration law. This
is one of the key elements in our present immigration
conflict. Another equally key fact is that national
opinion polls have repeatedly indicated that between
60% and 70% of American voters favor greater control
over our borders and immigration problem.

“ . . . these emotions may move beyond
their control to civil unrest and violence.”

__________________________________

LAW WEST OF THE PECOS
During the course of our western expansion
and settlement, law enforcement was thin and not
always even-handed. Texas frontier Judge Roy Bean, in
this atmosphere of lawlessness, kept a .45 revolver in
full view of the court on his bench and a large picture
of actress Lilly Langtry2 on the wall behind him. He
declared himself to be the law west of the Pecos and
acted accordingly.
Judge Bean would have a heavy workload today,
as our western states that share unprotected borders
with Mexico are hosts to a flourishing trade in illegal
arms, drugs and humans. The latter have measured
in the millions and are euphemistically referred to
as “undocumented” by the various organizations that
support their easy access and entry and who derive large
political and financial profits from their presence.
Arizona has experienced the heaviest inflow of
these migrants which, as they often participate in the
drug trade, have been the source of multiple violent
confrontations. Such was the case this spring when an
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This is background. We will not offer comment
here pro or con on the many concerns that play out
in this issue. Either side of this topic can be argued,
but what seems inarguable is that America at this
time does not need to be split over such a divisive
issue. In the construction and expression of their
argument for rights, which are by no means generally
accepted, the pro-immigration forces have re-ignited
historical emotions of anger and envy. Should they
use the federal/states rights issue as an impetus for
widespread demonstrations or confrontations, these
emotions may move beyond their control to civil unrest
and violence.
In any such expansion of the immigration
issue the “spirit of the mob” will play a key role in
determining whether these incendiary forces can be
reined in, or whether a larger conflict will result.
Either way is equally possible.
The Dept. of Justice (DOJ) has filed suit to
strike down Arizona’s law. We see this as the possible
source of the greatest constitutional confrontation
this country has experienced since the ongoing debate
on slavery that culminated in our Civil War.
Like slavery, immigration is home to many
arguments — ethnic, economic, emotional, political,
electoral, cultural, humanitarian, social, public health,
demographic, fairness and others. In the course of a
federal case against AZ’s law, all of these arguments,
no matter how valid or keenly felt, may recede into
the background. What will play out on our national
stage and screen could be the most explosive federal
government vs. states’ rights contest in our history.
We say this because for the first time it will be waged

with all the benefits and drawbacks of our 24/7 multimedia coverage.
The federal vs. states’ power argument has
been with us since we first became a nation. It attempts
to define for any number of purposes where federal
power stops and that of the states commences; or viceversa. There is no clear territorial line here. What
there is winds its way through the phrases and pages of
the Constitution like a stream, sometimes disappearing
from view and then reemerging in another aspect of
our thought or conscience.
The possibility for legal theatre of the highest
order will be present at all times in the claims and
counter-claims of both sides. And behind the curtains
of the attorneys’ arguments we will be able to discern
the moving shapes and identities of the major money/
power sources both at work and at risk. Their interests
are of such scale that they will be openly revealed
from time to time whether by intent or accident.
From the beginning there will be important
challenges. The DOJ may choose to bring suit in federal
court, whereas AZ might well hold that, as the object
of the action is a state law, it belongs in a state court.
Whichever venue is chosen, the government’s standing
may be open to question because of its long and
determined abandonment of its responsibilities under
applicable law. In any event, it will probably work its
way to the US Supreme Court which may be showing
signs of the same polarization that infects Congress.
Whatever the details, we are promised a spectacular
battle over the definition, distribution and use of
federal/state power. Both sides’ cases will be based
on the same evidence (i.e., the Constitution) and it will
be interesting to follow their opposing arguments and
the courts’ interpretations of them in their decisions
as the matter moves through our judicial process.
The language of the AZ law was chosen in the
expectation that it would be challenged in court. The
administration will press to add another major victory
to its health care bill, and, even if it fails, there
would be some political gain in that it could mark its
obligation to the pro-immigrant groups “paid” and be
relieved of the further effort, cost and distraction of
continuing attention to their agenda.
This will be a truly historical event with the
power to arouse, divide and involve the public on a scale
we rarely experience, as other states are now in the
process of framing legislation similar to Arizona’s.
The 14th amendment contains language specific
to the immigration problem which could be subject
to review or alteration as the result of a federal/
state legal confrontation. This raises the possibility
of a constitutional amendment which would require
approval by two thirds of both the Senate and the
House followed by ratification by three quarters of
state legislatures.
Such a process can stir passions and take time.

Given the large amounts of money and power involved,
it could completely capture our public and political
attention, and will likely have the effect of altering
our nation in more ways than might now be readily
apparent.
__________________________________

. . . AND OIL SOUTH OF THE DELTA
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What we observe in the Gulf oil spill is a textbook
case in money working its will in a highly charged
political atmosphere. In the first place, although no
definitive blame has been fixed by a court of law, from
the varying accounts offered by BP, Transocean and the
MMS regarding operating procedures, it is clear that
their neglect was motivated by the money that could be
saved by cost cutting and/or time saving measures.
Similarly, once the well was destroyed and the
leak flowing, BP was less than precise regarding the
true dimensions of the problem. It almost certainly
wanted to avoid a massive public relations problem and
the drop in the price of its corporate shares that would
follow.
The next failure was administrative and
colored by political considerations. Each of the four
states and the federal government held multiple press
conferences and photo ops designed to show voters
that they were taking action. There was much talk and
motion, and the various state officials were pushed
and pulled in different directions by widely different
opinions and suggestions of the multiple commercial
and political constituencies involved.
A more effective approach would have been for
the four states and the feds to convene and form a joint
commission to deal with all aspects of the spill, make
the messy decisions and issue all public statements. The
delegation of each state and the national government
might have consisted of an engineer, an environmental
scientist and preferably a former political office holder
such as an ex-senator or governor. Such a commission
should have been formed for 24/7 operation as long as
necessary. It would have saved both time and money and
eliminated a lot of political posturing.
Now, we go back to the movement of money. In May
BP granted FL $25 million for an advertising campaign
that would hopefully cut the loss of tourism dollars
resulting from the polluted beaches, poisoned fishes
and cancelled hotel and charter boat reservations that
have had daily TV coverage.
The request for this grant most certainly
originated with FL’s governor, Charlie Crist, who is
engaged in a close campaign for a senate seat that he
hopes will springboard him to Washington and national

prominence.
But there are more money matters in the works.
BP has announced it is undertaking a $50 million
advertising campaign to explain the sequence of events
and its role in dealing with them. There was no mention
of consequences,
Not wanting to be overshadowed by such
corporate largesse, Gov. Crist called for BP President
Lamar McKay to “immediately commit $100 million to
the Florida Institute of Oceanography”3 to study the
spill’s progress. “The potential impact of the spill on
our economy, habitat and coastal communities demands
that our state have a leadership role in the response.”4
Crist added.
There have been scientific claims and counter
claims exchanged between the Institute and BP which
eventually will be tested and resolved. It’s evident
that Crist wanted to get FL’s hand in BP’s pocket
before his fellow sufferers, but this kind of electoral
grandstanding only makes the restoration/repair
process more divisive and costly, and could have been
avoided by the commission suggested above.
Eventually, we may come to some measure of
agreement on the many scientific questions posed by
this spill. The money trail may prove much harder
to follow in attempting to determine the spill’s final
costs. There are numerous different kinds of damage
and ways by which they will be experienced. Time may
withhold some answers for years, but the total will
surely run into many billions of dollars.
In spite of all the unknowns, one thing we know
for sure — From Sarah Palin to Barack Obama the
political dialogue on offshore drilling underwent a
sudden and substantial change!

feeding, mating, nesting, territorial and survival
capabilities of all the species involved.
The consequences are vast and we have no way
to predict them, as they will announce themselves by
their presence as they work their way through the
food/life chain. For the first time since the decimation
of the great plains buffalo herds, we may be witness to
the loss of whole species rather than smaller units.
Again, we should not be comforted by what we are now
told. Our real concerns lie ahead!
And, as for knowing the time frame to gain
understanding, it has only recently come to light that
herring in Alaska in the area blighted by the Exxon
Valdez disaster have not been able to return to their
former population levels.

“ There are no “winning tickets.”

We are faced with an enormous pool of events,
combinations, mutations, variants and sub-categories
of all of these that have been gathered and rotated,
and from which results, both above and below the
surface, will be picked at random and then announced
to us. There are no “winning tickets”.
We will have to learn as we go, quickly and
efficiently in some instances, and in doing so we will
have to challenge previous economic and political
models.
*

GULF LOTTO
In the slightly over two months since the
explosion and collapse of Deepwater Horizon we have
received a fairly steady stream of technical information
that has given us an understanding we did not have
prior to the accident. The publicity generated by the
academic, scientific and government authorities that
issue these reports, however, may lead us to derive a
false sense of security from them.
While what we have learned so far (7/9/10)
is certainly useful, it is only the beginning stage of
a process that will continue for many years. At this
point, although what we know is disturbing, the real
danger lies in what we don’t know, and can’t or won’t
know for many years.
Deepwater Horizon has upset nature’s patterns
over a wide space. In this area, previously shaped by
environmental and natural processes, we now have
a massive toxic invasion sure to cause changes in
chemistry, biology and nutrition that will affect the
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*

*

However and whenever it ends, the gulf oil spill
is a cautionary tale of what could happen, what did
happen and what might happen again.
We have been told of sex, drug and money games
between regulators and those they were supposed to
regulate. Secretary Salazar and BP CEO Tony Hayward
have both said they’re learning. They could have and
should have known. In our opinion they should be
replaced, but Salazar’s departure would be a political
embarrassment for Obama and corporate boards
are not known to take such action until it becomes
unavoidable.
Oil is an extractive industry. As with copper,
coal, etc., it locates, extracts, processes and then
sells natural resources from the darkness beneath the
earth’s surface. The conditions under which natural
resources are produced are often difficult and
dangerous and results are by no means assured.
The Deepwater Horizon explosion and collapse
is very much a metaphor of our times. There are
thousands of wells operating in the Gulf and many more
standing ready to join them. And any added production
will increase the amount of stress by withdrawal that

our society is applying to our supply of vital natural
resources.
Many people ignore this because they see it
as someone else’s (i.e. government’s) responsibility;
because they’re not interested or too busy; or because
they cannot understand the science, the engineering or
the economics involved. And finally there are those
who view unrelenting growth as a goal in itself, as an
eleventh commandment for us. These are our modern
Icarians5 who fail to realize that pressure on a system’s
parts can cause the failure of the whole. 			
Naturally, the first and present effort has to
be to contain and then eliminate the damage. But for
us, as a people, there is a larger lesson to be learned
from the gulf spill. It is about the relationship between
humans and our planet. Can we expect to treat it and
take from it in the same way and amounts as we have in
the past?
These are not questions to be put to the oil
company CEOs in congressional hearings, or Pres.
Obama at a press conference, or to Secretary Salazar
at a cabinet meeting. They are questions we must put to
ourselves and then, when we have made our examination
and have answers, make into instructions for the people
we elect to conduct our government.
In this process, nature can be helpful in
providing us with information. If, however, we falter,
fail or lose interest, we cannot count on nature to do
our part. It has its own ways and timetables which we
may ignore only at great risk and peril. In the twentyfirst century our only sensible option is cooperation.

Important
Some of M.O.C.’s subscribers may be associated
with their own family foundations or may
serve on the boards of others. Should you be
interested in discussing the role of foundations
in America’s renewal, as proposed here, please
contact the author.

END NOTES
1
2

3
4
5

John Adams, Original Draft of Massachusetts Constitution, 1779
Ms. Langtry, a popular leading lady of the British stage, maintained a
lengthy romantic relationship with Queen Victoria’s oldest son Edward,
both as the Prince of Wales and after he assumed the throne as Edward
VII. The Edwardian era, which brought to a close the old order in Europe,
was named after him.
Palm Beach Post – 6/09/10
Ibid – 6/5/10
Icarus was a figure in Greek mythology from Crete who yearned to
be free from earthly constraints. He built a pair of large wings to
be fastened to his back with wax which he could operate by his arms.
Ignoring warnings from his father about the dangers of flying too high,
he came too close to the Sun, its heat melted his wax and he plunged to
his death.

EDITOR’S BIO
Mr. Ault is retired from business, a graduate of Yale
University, and the author of A Retail Food Study (La Roche
& Co. NYC, NY 1957) which described the emergence and
growing dominance of the supermarket in American food
retailing.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY AMERICA
JULY 4, 2010
ECD 7/9/10
In the two hundred and thirty-fourth year of
our independence America can look back with some
pride, but not satisfaction, on what it has accomplished.
Our political present is difficult, arbitrary, corrupt,
mean-spirited and painful to compare to the values of
our founding.
Our future offers hope, but not if we continue
on the same path. Our government must be reordered.
This will be neither quick nor easy, but it can be done!
It should be our way of giving back to our founders and
their successors who have committed their lives, their
fortunes and their sacred honor to our inheritance.
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